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JOHANN STRAUSS, JR. New Pizzicato Polka, Opus 449 
 
MAX SCHÖNHERR Drive in the Prater Park, Galop 
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PROGRAM NOTES BY DR. RICHARD E. RODDA 

 
 
FRANZ VON SUPPÉ 
Born 18 April 1819 in Spalato, Dalmatia (now Split, Croatia); died 21 May 1895 in Vienna 

 
A Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna (1844) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Vienna, 26 February 1844; Josefstadt Theater; Franz von Suppé, conductor 
PSO PREMIERE: 26 January 1960; Syria Mosque; Sir Thomas Beecham, conductor 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 8 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two 
trumpets, three trombones, timpani, percussion and strings. 

 
Just as Jacques Offenbach, the great innovator of French comic opera, was an immigrant from 

Germany, so one of the seminal figures in the development of Viennese operetta came from what is now 
Croatia. Francesco Suppé Demelli was born in 1819 on a ship off the Adriatic coast city of Spalato, 
Dalmatia (now Split, Croatia) to Austrian parents, sent to Italy to study law, and moved with his mother 
after his father’s death in 1835 to Vienna, where he became Franz von Suppé and took up music in 
earnest as a student of Ignaz Seyfried and Simon Sechter (also remembered as the counterpoint teacher 
of both Schubert and Bruckner). Seyfried helped him get a job — initially unpaid — as Third 
Kapellmeister at the Josefstadt Theater, where his first stage work appeared in 1841. More than twenty 
theater scores followed in the next five years. He moved on to other, more lucrative, positions in 
Vienna’s light-opera theaters, and continued to conduct until 1883, all the while turning out a steady 
stream of well-received musical farces. Das Pensionat of 1860, the first successful Viennese response to 
the growing local popularity of Offenbach’s operettas, established the form with which Johann Strauss, 
Franz Lehár and others were to charm the world in later decades. In addition to nearly 200 operettas and 
other stage pieces, Suppé also wrote two grand operas, a symphony, several still-popular concert 
overtures, songs, three Masses, a Requiem and some sacred music. He died in Vienna in 1895. 

A Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna, Suppé’s tribute to his adopted home, grew from a “play with 
songs” that he composed for the Josefstadt Theater in 1844. 

 
 

CARL MICHAEL ZIEHRER 
Born 2 May 1843 in Vienna; died 14 November 1922 in Vienna 
 

Weaner Madl’n, Walzer (“Viennese Maiden” Waltz), Opus 388 (1888) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Vienna, 23 January 1888; Dreher’s Etablissement; Carl Michael Ziehrer, 
conductor 
THESE PERFORMANCE MARK THE PSO PREMIERE 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 9 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: woodwinds in pairs, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, timpani, 
percussion, harp and strings 

 
Herrreinspaziert! Walzer (“Step Right In!” Waltz), Opus 518 (1904) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Vienna, 11 December 1904; St. Annahof Concert-Restaurant; Carl Michael 
Ziehrer, conductor 
THESE PERFORMANCES MARK THE PSO PREMIERE 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 7 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: woodwinds in pairs, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, timpani, 
percussion, harp and strings 
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Dancing was big business in Imperial Vienna — at the height of the waltz craze in the late 19th 
century the city’s ballrooms could accommodate a full one-quarter of Vienna’s 200,000 residents in a 
single evening — and it was indisputably dominated by the Strauss family and its musical enterprises. 
There was still plenty of work for other ambitious musicians, however, and among the Strausses’ fiercest 
competitors was Carl Michael Ziehrer.  

Ziehrer was born in Vienna in 1843 into the family of a prosperous hatmaker, who was shrewd 
enough to approach Carl Haslinger when that music publisher had an angry falling out with Johann 
Strauss over the receipts from his orchestra’s popular summer season at Pavlovsk, near St. Petersburg, 
and propose that his musically gifted son might provide a suitable replacement if he only had proper 
training at the Vienna Conservatory. Haslinger took the chance, paid young Ziehrer’s tuition, and set him 
up with his own orchestra at the Dianasaal in 1863. Competition from the Strauss organization proved 
daunting, however, and in 1870 Ziehrer was forced to take a job as bandmaster of the 55th Infantry 
Regiment. He returned to civilian life in 1873 to form an orchestra for the Vienna World Exhibition and 
found the Deutsche Musik-Zeitung (“German Music Journal”) the following year. Ziehrer joined the 
military again in 1875 as bandmaster of the 76th Infantry Regiment, but left that post two years later to 
form another orchestra, this one from musicians working for Eduard Strauss who had refused to leave 
Vienna for an extended overseas tour. Ziehrer billed the ensemble as the “Former Eduard Strauss 
Orchestra,” got predictably sued, and toured outside Austria for several years with a reconstituted group. 
He returned to Vienna in 1885 to lead the highly respected band of the Hoch- und Deutschmeister 
Regiment, which was chosen to represent Austria at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair (where John Philip 
Sousa was also performing with his recently formed Sousa Band). Ziehrer extended his American tour 
without authorization, however, and he was dismissed from his Regimental post when he returned to 
Vienna and again lived as a free-lance conductor and composer. One of Ziehrer’s most important 
contributions to the Viennese tradition was the unprecedented care and precision he brought to the 
performance of the city’s beloved light music, and in 1909 Emperor Franz Joseph appointed him director 
of the Imperial Court Ball; he directed the last-ever Court Ball in 1914. That appointment marked the 
climax of Ziehrer’s career. His livelihood, health and spirits were undermined by World War I, and he 
lived the remaining years until his death in 1922 embittered and impoverished. Ziehrer’s 23 operettas 
and more than 600 waltzes, dances and marches retained an important place in the Viennese repertory, 
however, and in 1959 the city erected a statue in his honor in the Prater, the amusement park where he 
had performed on many occasions. 

The Weaner Madl’n, Walzer (“Viennese Maiden Waltz”) was composed for Ziehrer’s engagement at 
Dreher’s Etablissement on January 23, 1888, a popular Viennese beer hall where Franz Anton Dreher 
provided musical entertainment to accompany the enjoyment of the products of his family’s brewery. 
With its countrified introduction and postlude, sentimental whistling chorus and infectious waltz strains, 
Weaner Madl’n is a good example of Ziehrer’s often homespun creative idiom. So characteristic of 
Ziehrer is the piece that a film biography of him released in 1949 was titled Wiener Mädeln. 

The Herrreinspaziert! Walzer (“Step Right In! Waltz”) takes its themes and title from Ziehrer’s 
operetta Der Schätzmeister (“The Pawnbroker”), premiered at the Carltheater on December 10, 1904, in 
which an operatic soprano pawns her voice to pay off the gambling debt of a lover. The multiplicity of 
“r’s” in the waltz’s title reflects the rolled “r’s” of the pawnbroker’s invitation to “Her-r-r-r-r-einspaziert!” — 
“Step Right In!” — to his shop. (The term was a familiar cry of carnival barkers.) Ziehrer introduced 
Herrreinspaziert! at the St. Annahof Concert-Restaurant on December 11th, the day after the operetta’s 
premiere, and it became a hit. 
 

 

CARL MARIA VON WEBER 
Born 18 December 1786, Eutin; died 5 June 1826, London 

 
Concerto No. 1 for Clarinet and Orchestra in F minor, Opus 73 (1811) 

 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Munich, 13 June 1811; Munich Court Orchestra; Carl Maria von Weber, 
conductor; Heinrich Bärmann, soloist 
PSO PREMIERE: 8 June 1997; Beaver Falls; Edward Cumming, conductor; Thomas Thompson, soloist 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 21 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: flutes, oboes and bassoons in pairs, three horns, two trumpets, timpani and 
strings 
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On March 14, 1811, Carl Maria von Weber — who spent so much of his life on the road that Lucy 

and Richard Stebbins titled their book about him Enchanted Wanderer — stopped in Munich on a tour 
through southern Germany during which he gave numerous concerts and hoped to find a permanent 
post. Munich, capital of the new Bavarian state just established by Napoleon, boasted an active musical 
life, with two concert societies, a fine opera company, and an audience willing to support additional 
musical ventures. As soon as he arrived, Weber made the acquaintance of the music-loving Court 
Minister, Josef von Monteglas, through whose influence with King Maximilian I a concert of works by the 
visiting composer was arranged. 

At the same time, Weber renewed his friendship with Heinrich Bärmann, an excellent clarinetist 
whom he had met several months earlier in Mannheim, the city of one of Europe’s greatest orchestras, 
which may have been the first to include clarinet players among its regular personnel. Bärmann’s 
personal charm and artistry (Weber called him a “dear friend ... a truly great artist and wonderful person”) 
and Weber’s love for the dark-hued expression of the clarinet, his confessed favorite among the wind 
instruments, inspired the composer to write a solo piece for the royal concert, a sell-out as soon as its 
April 5th date was announced. The one-movement Concertino (Op. 26), which utilized the expanded 
technical possibilities offered by the ten-key instrument Bärmann had recently acquired, was finished in a 
fortnight. It created such delight at the performance that not only did the King order two full-scale clarinet 
concertos, but also “the whole orchestra has been the very devil demanding concertos from me,” Weber 
wrote to a friend on April 30th. “Two Clarinet Concertos (of which the one in F minor is almost ready), 
two large arias, a Cello Concerto for Legrand [never written], a Bassoon Concerto.” Weber finished the F 
minor Clarinet Concerto in May (first played, by Bärmann, on June 13th) and the one in E-flat major in 
July 1811 (premiered — “to frantic applause,” boasted Weber — on November 25th).  

The opening movement of the First Concerto begins its sonata form with a mysterious presentiment 
of the main theme in the basses. A sudden loud chord from the full orchestra bridges to the theme itself, 
a rather portentous, dotted-rhythm motif that promises more high drama than the movement actually 
delivers. A contrasting lyrical melody is offered by the soloist, and the balance of the movement is 
played out upon the repetitions and elaborations of the two principal thematic units. Weber’s greatest 
fame is for his operas, and the slow movements of the clarinet concertos are held strongly under the 
sway of his stage music. The Adagio of the First Concerto is a wordless aria, a full scene actually, for the 
clarinet, that mezzo-soprano among the woodwinds. The finale, a brilliant rondo based on a sparkling 
theme of wide compass, has enough soloistic fireworks, according to John Warrack, “to dazzle any 
audience and burn the fingers of most clarinetists.” 

 
 

RICHARD STRAUSS 
Born 11 June 1864 in Munich; died 8 September 1949 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
 

Suite from the Ballet Schlagobers (“Whipped Cream”), Opus 70 (1921-1922) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Vienna, 9 May 1924; Vienna State Opera; Richard Strauss, conductor 
THESE PERFORMANCES MARK THE PSO PREMIERE 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 15 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: piccolo, four flutes, three oboes, English horn, four clarinets, bass clarinet, four 
bassoons, contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, percussion, two 
harps, celesta, harmonium and strings 

 
After Strauss became co-director of the Vienna State Opera with Franz Schalk in 1919, one of his 

top priorities was to rebuild the resident ballet company as it struggled in the aftermath of World War I 
and the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. In 1922 for the troupe, he revived his ballet 
Josephslegende (“Legend of Joseph”), based on the Biblical story of Potiphar’s wife and premiered in 
Paris by Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe in 1914, and over the next two years arranged music by Schumann, 
Couperin, Beethoven and Gluck for four additional ballets. The most ambitious of his dance projects for 
the State Opera during those years was the evening-length Schlagobers — “Whipped Cream” — named 
after the dairy delight that has long been indispensible in countless Viennese confections and coffees. He 
devised the scenario himself in late 1921 and immediately set to work on the music. The score was 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria-Hungary#Dissolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria-Hungary
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completed the following year but the ballet’s premiere was delayed for budgetary reasons until May 1924, 
when it became part of the official celebrations of Strauss’ sixtieth birthday. 

Schlagobers is a child’s fantasy of sweets. The story is set on Confirmation Sunday, which is 
traditionally celebrated in Vienna with a carriage ride in the Prater, the city’s amusement park, followed 
by a visit to a local Konditorei for a feast of drinks, cream cakes, tortes, candy and other gooey treats, 
various of which are portrayed in a series of colorful dances in Act I. In Act II, one of the boys has eaten 
himself into an upset so serious that he hallucinates about Princess Pralinée, Mademoiselle Marianne 
(representing the liqueur Chartreuse), dancing Knallbonbons (a decorated cardboard party cracker filled 
with candy) and an entire troupe of marzipan, stollens, pretzels and Lebkuchen. All is finally put back in 
order when giant tankards of good German beer are passed around and gratefully imbibed. (Strauss 
married into the Pschorr family, one of Germany’s oldest and most prosperous brewers, which is still the 
principal supplier of Munich’s famed Oktoberfest.) 

Coffee Dance comprises a languorous opening section introducing the Coffee Prince (Strauss said 
he felt that the castanets gave the music a Brazilian flavor), who dances an extended Dream sequence 
set in an exotic pavilion. The Finale (Common Dance) is a rousing tarantella upon which the broad theme 
of the Dream is draped. Schlagobers closes, probably inevitably for Vienna, with a grand waltz based on 
the Dream melody. 

 

 

GIOACCHINO ROSSINI 
Born 29 February 1792 in Pesaro, Italy; died 13 November 1868 in Paris 

 
Introduction, Theme and Variations for Clarinet and Orchestra in B-flat major 
(1809) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Bologna, 1809; Liceo Filarmonico 
PSO PREMIERE: 25 November 1994; Heinz Hall; Bruce Hangen, conductor; Richard Stolzman, soloist 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 14 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: flute, two oboes, bassoon, two horns and strings 

 
Rossini’s musical talents were plainly evident by the time he entered Bologna’s Liceo Filarmonico as 

a 14-year-old student in April 1806. He had learned to play the horn from his father, who possessed a 
fine ability on that instrument, and to sing from his mother, a practitioner of comprimario roles in the 
opera houses of the region. He had also studied piano and written the infectious String Sonatas in 1804, 
two years before he began his formal schooling in composition. He matriculated at the Liceo as a singer, 
a field in which he had gained enough notice to be admitted by acclamation to the Accademia 
Filarmonico on June 24, 1806, when he had attained the well-ripened age of fourteen years and four 
months. (Thirty-six years before, the visiting Wolfgang Mozart, also then age fourteen, had been 
inducted into the same august society.) In 1808, while still a student, Rossini composed a Mass, a prize-
winning cantata for the Liceo’s awards ceremony, a symphony and his first opera, Demetrio e Polibio; 
from the following year date a set of variations for solo instruments and orchestra, a second symphony 
(which was revised as the overture to the opera La cambiale di matrimonio in 1810), a song for tenor and 
orchestra, and the Introduction, Theme and Variations for Clarinet and Orchestra, which was apparently 
intended to be played by Rossini’s fellow students as part of their annual examinations and competitions. 
In 1819, Rossini reworked the theme of the B-flat major Variations as the aria Oh quante lacrime for his 
opera La donna del lago (“The Lady of the Lake”). 

The Introduction, Theme and Variations, indebted for its inspiration to the elegant Classicism of 
Haydn and Mozart, is a charming work that lay forgotten for a century and a half after its composition 
before the European clarinetist Jost Michaels discovered the score in the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in 
Berlin in the 1950s and prepared an edition for performance. The piece opens with a slow introduction 
whose mood resembles some of the more solemn passages in Mozart’s The Magic Flute. A long, sweet 
cantilena for the clarinet bespeaks Rossini’s gift as a melodist. The principal theme, in quicker tempo, is 
announced by the soloist. Five variations, separated by orchestral interludes, explore the virtuosic range 
and the expressive potential of the clarinet in challenging writing that stands as lasting testimony to the 
fine abilities of Rossini’s young conservatory friends.  
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JOHANN STRAUSS, JR. 
Born 25 October 1825 in Vienna; died there 3 June 1899 
 

Neue [New] Pizzicato Polka, Opus 449 (1892) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Hamburg, April 1892; Hansa Saall; Eduard Strauss, conductor 
THESE PERFORMANCES MARK THE PSO PREMIERE 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 4 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: strings and percussion 

 
In 1869, Johann Strauss collaborated with his brother Josef on the Pizzicato Polka for their summer 

concert season in Pavlovsk, Russia. That delightful musical bon-bon was encored three times at its 
premiere on June 24th in Pavlovsk, and quickly became one of the most popular items in the Strauss 
repertoire. When brother Eduard was preparing to take a contingent of the Strauss orchestra for a two-
month engagement to Hamburg in 1892, Johann wrote him, “I have sketched a new pizzicato-polka for 
your concerts in Hamburg. This time it is made slightly more interesting, in accordance with current 
taste.... Its success can only lie in what I would describe as a coquettish performance, since neither piano 
nor forte offer sufficient variety in such an unusual piece.” The New Pizzicato Polka was a success, and 
the following year Strauss incorporated it into his operetta Fürstin [Princess] Ninetta to accompany a 
children’s ballet. 

 
 

MAX SCHÖNHERR 
Born 23 November 1903 in Marburg an der Drau, Austria (now Maribor, Slovenia); died 12 
December 1984 in Baden bei Wien, Austria 
 

Prater-Fahrt Anno 80 (“Drive in the Prater Park”) (1958) 
 
PREMIERE OF WORK: Vienna, 1958; Orchestra of Radio Vienna 
THESE PERFORMANCES MARK THE PSO PREMIERE 
APPROXIMATE DURATION: 3 minutes 
INSTRUMENTATION: piccolo, flute, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, 
three trombones, timpani, percussion and strings 

 
The Golden Age of the Viennese waltz ended abruptly with the collapse of the Habsburg Empire at 

the close of World War I, but the music and its traditions were carried on by such skilled and dedicated 
musicians as Max Schönherr. Schönherr was born in 1903 into a musical family in the southern Austrian 
town of Marburg an der Drau (now Maribor, Slovenia), studied composition, double bass, musicology and 
conducting at the Graz Conservatory and Vienna University, and began his career in 1924 as a double 
bass player, coach and conductor at the Stadttheater in Graz. He toured with another opera company in 
1928-1929 before settling in Vienna to conduct at the Theater an der Wien and Vienna Stadttheater. In 
1931, Schönherr joined the conducting staff of Vienna Radio, and quickly established a reputation for his 
broadcasts and concerts of both the classic orchestral literature and Viennese light music. He was 
appointed conductor of the Vienna Volksoper in 1933, but his tenure there was cut short by the Nazi 
Anschluss in March 1938. He continued to work at Radio Vienna during and after World War II, recording 
many selections from the city’s Golden Age as well as light music by Offenbach, Delibes, Rimsky-
Korsakov and even Jerome Kern and Rodgers & Hammerstein, winning the Joseph Marx Prize for 
Composition in 1954, writing the authoritative study of the Viennese composer and conductor Carl 
Michael Ziehrer, and composing a ballet, a piano concertino and many pieces reminiscent of the 
Strausses. Max Schönherr died in 1984 in Baden bei Wien, the spa town twenty miles south of Vienna. 

Schönherr composed the galop Prater-Fahrt Anno 80 (“Drive in the Prater Park”) in honor of the 80th 
anniversary of the racetrack in Vienna’s beloved Prater amusement park. 

— Dr. Richard E. Rodda 
 


